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No room for Brexit compromise
By Bertie Armstrong, Chief Executive, SFF

The last few months have been an
incredibly busy period for the SFF,
especially for our Brexit team, as we
engage in countless meetings, media
interviews and other activity to get
our message across that leaving the
EU brings a real sea of opportunity
for our fishermen.
From meetings at the highest level of
government to opposition MSPs and MPs
and other key players, we are vigorously
putting forward our message that there
must be no room for compromise in the
forthcoming negotiations that we must
secure full control of our 200 mile Exclusive
Economic Zone (EEZ).
The key question is what nation would
ever trade away a rich and everlasting
natural resource? The answer is easy, no
sensible country would because nationhood
is all about protecting your natural assets
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and the citizens that live there.
If you are blessed with great scenery – such
as Scotland and the rest of the UK – then you
look after your landscape and built heritage to
encourage tourism. If you are rich in oil and
gas, then it is a resource that you nurture and
make the most of. It is all about protecting the
fundamental wealth of your country.
Our fisheries are no different, and as a
country we are surrounded by some of the
richest and most productive fishing grounds
in the world. Seafood is also one of the most
nutritious and healthy-to-eat types of food
around. A natural asset worth protecting?
Absolutely yes!
Here is the fundamental point; under
international law, on Brexit the UK will become
a Coastal State with rights and responsibilities
for harvesting the seafood resource in our
Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ), just like
Norway. This is no small matter; presently
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58% of the EU catches of natural seafood
resource in our waters is taken by non-UK
EU nations under the Common Fisheries
Policy (CFP) arrangement of common access.
This equates to about 650,000 tonnes of fish
and shellfish worth more than £400 million
each year being caught in our waters. In
contrast, UK boats fishing elsewhere in EU
waters, landed on average 90,000 tonnes of
fish and shellfish, worth about £100m. The
abundant fish and shellfish within our EEZ is,
therefore, a resource to cherish and look after,
and because it is sustainable and renewable,
even more important in the long-term than
oil and gas.
Regaining control of our EEZ will deliver
immense benefits, yet we as an industry
still have real fears that during the Brexit
negotiations this priceless national asset will
Continued on page 2
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end up as a bargaining chip. If it does so,
then we will be in danger of throwing
away one of our greatest natural assets.
What kind of government would do that?
The spin-off for regaining control will be
the rebalancing of catching opportunity
in favour of the nation in a return to the
normality enjoyed by all other Coastal
States in the world. On Brexit the much
derided and failed CFP will fall, creating
the opportunity to put in place a reactive,
effective fisheries management system
tailored for our own needs. Fishing
communities and the downstream supply
sector will benefit, Scotland and the UK
will benefit – and so too will our marine
environment.
There must be recognition at the highest
level of government that our fisheries are
a fundamental and fantastically valuable
natural resource, which will last into
perpetuity if properly looked after. It is a
real opportunity and any attempt to trade
away this sustainable resource would be
an act of economic irresponsibility and
a betrayal of our future generations.You
can rest assured that the SFF is doing
its utmost to get that message across as
effectively as we can.

UK fishermen’s federations
adopt united stance on Brexit
It is more important than ever that
the whole fishing industry presents
a united stance on Brexit and the
oppor tunities offered – and that
is why we are delighted to have
agreed common principles with the
National Federation of Fishermen’s
Organisations (NFFO).
At a recent meeting between the two
federations, it was agreed that we would
seek the following outcomes from Brexit:
• Fairer shares of catching opportunity for
UK vessels.
• Full control over access to the UK EEZ
by fishing fleets.
• Creation of a fit-for-purpose management
and regulation system, including a grass roots
revision of fisheries management based on
sustainable harvesting and sound science.

• Establishment of mutually beneficial
trading relationships with the EU and other
countries.
The federations also agreed that there
must be no roll-over of the current Common
Fisheries Policy and that negotiations
regarding fisheries should not be entangled
with non-fisheries issues.
Furthermore, the federations insist that
negotiations must benefit all sectors of the
fishing industry. Inshore and offshore fleets,
fish and shellfish all stand to benefit from
the opportunities that the UK’s exit from
the EU provides.
In particular, the federations believe
this is an opportunity to go beyond the
limited achievements of the CFP, creating
environmentally sustainable, high yield and
profitable fisheries for the future.
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A sea of
opportunity
for everyone
The SFF has updated its Inshore Policy
to reflect the opportunities Brexit will
bring to this vitally important sector of
the fishing industry.
Bertie Armstrong said: “Brexit, if handled
correctly, will provide significantly greater
access to fishing opportunity. The Brexit
process deserves full support across the
industry and has the potential to bring
benefits for every sector, including inshore
fisheries.
“With this in mind the SFF Inshore Policy
has been refreshed, laying out the starting
point, the journey and the benefits – a vibrant,
sustainable, successful inshore industry,
playing its full part in supporting the coastal
communities of Scotland.”
The full document, SFF Inshore Fisheries
Policy – Brexit and Beyond can be viewed
at: http://www.sff.co.uk/sff-inshore-fisheriespolicy-brexit-beyond/
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Discards a key issue post Brexit
One of the key areas where Brexit
will result in better fisheries
management is around the issue of
discards.
As additional species come under the
umbrella of the landing obligation, it is ever
more apparent that the regime will become
increasingly difficult to manage, especially
due to so-called ‘choke stocks’ closing mixed
fisheries down.

Fishermen hate discarding and recognise
that discards are seen as being unacceptable
by the general public and that there will need
to be a discard control element in any new
fisheries management regime post Brexit.
But what Brexit will give us is the
opportunity to develop a more practical plan
that will tackle the discards issue and also
ensure an economically viable fishing fleet.
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Calls for project ideas for second phase
of fishing gear discards reduction initiative
Skippers, trawl makers and gear
technologists are being urged to
participate in the second phase of
projects now being called by the Gear
Innovation and Technology Advisory
Group (GITAG) to develop and trial
innovative new types of fishing gear
aimed at reducing discards.
Four projects were successfully completed
in the first phase, the results from some of
which offer scope for further development
into practical gear solutions for discard
reduction (see panel below).
Phase 2 will involve the industry and gear
technologists coming together to develop
and assess further trials with the purpose of
assisting skippers maximise the potential of
their ideas and meeting their responsibilities
under the discard ban.

This phase will also look to work with
all sectors to develop gears that will offer
a choice of options and solutions over
the coming years. Funding of £1.08m has
been secured by the Scottish Fishermen’s
Federation’s subsidiary company SFF Services
Ltd from the Scottish Government and the
European Maritime & Fisheries Fund for Phase
2, which will run until 31 December 2019.
Project ideas and proposals can be submitted
throughout 2017.
So far, from the first call of GITAG Phase
2, six enquiries have been received, one of
which is a continuation of a project from
Phase 1 to further develop selectivity within
the Nephrops sector. The other project
proposals which have come forward cover
both whitefish and Nephrops vessels operating
mainly in the North Sea.

One project under Phase 2, looking at
four panel square mesh codends, is already
underway with the gear having been ordered.
Many of the trials which have been
undertaken have focused on the Cod Recovery
Programme and therefore were very much
focused on the non-capture of cod. GITAG is
now encouraging skippers from all sectors of
the industry to put forward innovative ideas
for more selective gears which will help their
targeted fishery become more sustainable.
As well as the SFF, key partners in the GITAG
initiative are Seafish, Marine Scotland Science,
Marine Scotland Policy and the Scottish
Association of Fish Producers’ Organisations.
For more details on how to participate,contact
Jennifer Mouat, email theaegirconsultancy@
btinternet.com or telephone 07825 818271

Project updates from Phase 1
T h e f i r s t p h a s e d e l i ve re d fo u r
projects, three of which went to
full char ter and one which was
essentially a development project.
These projects were:
• Amity – Twin Cod end with separator
panel.
• Zenith – Letterbox with modifications.
• Atlas – Letterbox with modifications.
• Aurelia – Single net with 500mm panel
(development trial).
For the Amity project, the results found

a very high percentage of fish (bycatch) can
be separated from the target species of
Nephrops. There was no discernible loss of
Nephrops and the quality of both Nephrops
and the fish bycatch was recognisably
better using the trial gear.
The Zenith trial assessed whether the
unwanted bycatch of round and flatfish
could be reduced in the Nephrops trawl
fishery using a modified trawl. The results
revealed significant reductions in the
relative catch rates of cod and larger
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haddock and whiting.
In the Atlas trials, no significant
reductions of the main commercial species
were apparent but it is noteworthy that
the weights of haddock and anglerfish
caught in the test net were in excess of
those caught in the control net.
The Aurelia project was essentially a
development trial, and further project
work is required, but initial findings
included a reduction in fuel costs with
the new trawl design.

SFF to sponsor
Skipper Expo Int.
Aberdeen 2017

New man overboard
prevention and sea
survival course for
fishermen
A ground breaking new pilot training
c o u r s e fo r f i s h e r m e n a i m e d a t
preventing man overboard incidents
and improving survival and recovery
procedures was recently completed at
the RNLI’s Training College in Poole,
Dorset.
The RNLI, working in conjunction with the
UK fishing industry, developed the two-day
training course to better reflect real-life sea
conditions so as to ensure fishermen are fully
aware of the dangers and challenges of man
overboard situations.
According to Derek Cardno, Safety Officer
for the Scottish Fishermen’s Federation,
previous training undertaken in the UK
tended to take place in warm swimming
pools. But by using the RNLI’s special pool and
training facility in Dorset, which features more
realistic summer seawater temperatures and
replicates artificial waves and other real-life
environmental conditions, fishermen will
gain a much better appreciation of the true
challenges involved.
The training pilot featured a variety of
different scenarios, including enabling the
participants to compare the differences of
being in the water with and without survival
gear. The challenges of recovering a man
overboard wearing a personal flotation device
were also practised, including self-recovery
for the single boat fisherman and for those
who work as part of a crew.
“For many years survival training has taken
place in Scotland in warm indoor swimming
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pools, which doesn’t reflect the kind of
conditions encountered in real life,” said Mr
Cardno.“We are hopeful that this pilot course
developed by the RNLI and the industry
will help the fishermen taking part to fully
comprehend the very serious challenges
involved in immersion in cold water during
man overboard incidents, including large
pounding waves.
“We are determined to do all we can to
dramatically reduce the number of man
overboard incidents each year – and we
believe that effective and realistic training is
the key for achieving this aim.
“Reducing deaths from man overboard
incidents is all about prevention.The industry
is fully committed to the promotion of the
wearing of a personal flotation device on the
open deck, but the biggest lifesaver is to stay
on the boat and not fall overboard in the
first place.
“We discussed with the RNLI the importance
of fishermen appreciating the realities of
cold water shock and this pilot course was
accordingly developed. It has been clearly
demonstrated on this course that after gaining
knowledge of the effect of such water on the
body that everyone in the fishing industry
must work harder to prevent such incidents
occurring.”
Sixteen fishermen participated in this first
course held in January, including six from
Scotland, and it is hoped that it will be the
precursor for many more courses of this type
in the future.
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T h e S c o t t i s h F i s h e r m e n ’s
Federation has thrown its support
behind Skipper Expo Int.Aberdeen
2017 by signing-up once again as
official sponsor for Scotland’s top
fisheries event.
This will be the fifth year in a row that
the SFF has sponsored Skipper Expo
Int. Aberdeen and our support comes
at a time when the show is bigger than
ever and on course to break last year’s
record exhibitor attendance.
Bertie Armstrong said:“We are thrilled
to support Skipper Expo Int. Aberdeen
and are delighted in the manner it has
grown over recent years.At a time when
there is considerable new investment
in boat building and with the sea of
opportunity of Brexit looming, there is
considerable optimism in the industry.
It is great that this is being reflected in
the large number of exhibitor bookings.”
Skipper Expo Int. Aberdeen 2017
is Scotland’s flagship fisheries show
and key attractions include a strong
international exhibitor base, boat and
equipment displays, as well as the
popular Scottish Seafood Association
stand with its seafood taster sessions.
On the evening of the 26th May, a
special dance and seafood buffet will
be held at the Douglas Hotel,Aberdeen,
for exhibitors and invited guests, with
entertainment provided by Shetland
musicians.
Sharon Boyle of Mara Media said:
“We are grateful to the SFF for their
continuing sponsorship for the show,
which provides a clear signal of the
strength of support within the Scottish
industry for this event.”
The expo will be held in the Aberdeen
Exhibition & Conference Centre on 26
and 27 May 2017, opening hours 10am
to 5pm on the 26th and 10am to 4pm
on the 27th May.
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Young
volunteer is
set for the trip
of a lifetime!
A young volunteer is set for the
trip of a lifetime aboard the Jubilee
Sailing Trust’s (JST) tall ship, Lord
Nelson, thanks to the support of
SFF Services Ltd.
The place for the week long sailing
voyage from Aberdeen to the Isle of Man
(21 to 28 April) is being sponsored by SFF
Services and will provide the successful
candidate with an amazing opportunity
to experience life aboard this famous
tall ship.
As part of the sailing package, the
young volunteer will participate in JST’s
Leadership at Sea programme that helps
equip youngsters with essential life skills
that can aid future career development.
The aim of JST is to provide lifechanging adventures to people of all ages,
backgrounds and levels of physical ability.
Their voyages change lives by improving
self-esteem, building confidence and
providing fantastic leadership and other
skills.
Josephine Hall of JST said:“SFF Services
has supported the work of the JST for
many years and we are thrilled to be
sailing from their home port and to be
able to take a young local person to join
us on the trip, leaving Aberdeen on Lord
Nelson, in April.”
Derek Duthie, SFF Services finance
director, said: “We are delighted to
sponsor this place aboard the Lord
Nelson as it provides an enjoyable and
worthwhile opportunity for a young
person to work as part of a team and aid
their personal development.”

Funding support for
Independent On-board
Observer Scheme
The approval of grant funding support
of £1.88m for the Scottish Fishermen’s
Federation’s Independent On-board
Observer Scheme will contribute
towards the economic and
sustainable viability of the
Scottish fishing fleet,
including mitigating
potential impacts of
the discard ban.
The award of
the grant to SFF
Services will allow
this important work
to continue until
September 2020 under
the management of SFF,
safeguarding the positions
of the project co-ordinator
and seven fisheries observers.
This will be Phase VI of the project,
which has evolved from its origins of helping
to manage the now defunct ‘Conservation
Credits’ scheme to its current varied role
The funding comes from the European
and Maritime Fisheries Fund (EMFF) with
additional support from the Scottish
Government. Elena Balestri has recently
joined the SFF team to help co-ordinate the
scheme, with Kenny Coull acting as overall
project manager.
Kenny Coull said: “We welcome this
continuation of support for the on-board

observer scheme, which provides stability
over the coming years and will help the
industry achieve a number of key goals.”
The scheme supports several important
initiatives, including:
• Maintaining a derogation that
allows the Clyde Nephrops
fishery to continue to
operate at economically
viable levels.
• Provision of
enhanced data for
stock assessment by
linking directly with
the Marine Scotland
Science obser ver
programme.
• Supporting industry led
initiatives such as gear trials
relating to selective methods of
fishing during the implementation of the
landing obligation.
• Supporting nationally co-ordinated annual
industry/science demersal trawling survey of
monkfish.
• Providing direct observer sampling support
for science/industry projects commissioned
under the Fishing Industry Science Alliance
(FISA) and Fishing Innovation Scotland (FIS).
The project will help the Scottish fishing
industry achieve these goals by providing
robust data collected under protocols agreed
with Marine Scotland Science.
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SFF wins green
energy award

Neil Mayling, left, of event sponsor Jaguar Land Rover, presents the award to Steven Alexander, managing
director of SFF Services.

SFF Services scoops
Scottish SME Award
SFF Services Ltd (SFFSL) scooped a
prestigious Scottish Business Insider &
Bank of Scotland Scottish SME Award
in recognition of its strong operational
performance.
SFFSL came top in the SME300 Best
Newcomer Award category at a glittering
event held at the Glasgow Hilton Hotel.
The Scottish Business Insider & Bank of
Scotland Scottish SME Awards 2017 celebrate
the successes of Scotland’s best performing
small to medium sized companies with
turnover between £8m and £20m. Only the
300 companies listed in Insider’s SME300
ranking published in September 2016 are
eligible for the awards.
Steven Alexander, managing director of
SFFSL, said: “We are thrilled to have won this
award, which comes against the background of
challenging market conditions in the offshore
energy support sector. Special thanks should
go to our participating member skippers and
crews, all of whom have ensured a top-level

of customer service.
He added: “With the downturn in the
offshore oil and gas sector, 2016 was a
challenging year for SFFSL, however, we are
pleased to report that overall, work-streams
held up well and the company had a better
than anticipated year. Vessel, personnel and
equipment provision was spread across 56
different projects, with more than 5,000 vessel
days at sea in the year, involving 115 different
boats. 517 different boats have now been
engaged on work for SFF Services since 2001.
A steady start has been made to 2017, with a
mixture of oil and gas, cables and renewables
projects currently ongoing.”
The Company was a finalist in the Scottish
Business Awards at the end of last year. SFFSL
made the shortlist in the ‘Corporate Social
Responsibility’ category in recognition of
its support for a wide range of worthwhile
causes that include educational advancement,
care in the community and for those who are
disadvantaged.

T h e S c o t t i s h F i s h e r m e n ’s
Federation won a Scottish Green
Energy Award for its work in
enabling the fishing fleet to
diversify into the offshore wind
sector.
The SFF and Skills Development
Scotland (SDS) were jointly nominated
by Moray Offshore Renewables Ltd for
the ‘Contribution to Skills’ award in
recognition of their efforts in enabling
active participation in the offshore
wind sector in the Moray Firth.
This was achieved through the
adaptation of suppor t ser vices
originally developed for the oil & gas
industry for use in the offshore wind
sector. Aided by SDS, this included the
upskilling and training of fishermen to
participate in such work.
Commenting on the award, John
Watt Industry Advisor for the SFF and
Operations Director at SFF Services
Limited, said: “Winning this award in
conjunction with Skills Development
Scotland is a tremendous achievement
that reflects the ability of our fishing
fleet to adapt their skills-base to meet
the support requirements of the
offshore energy sector.”
The winners of the Scottish
Renewables Scottish Green Energy
Awards were announced at an
event at the Edinburgh International
Conference Centre.
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